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Abstract 

Nowadays lots of information we can see about disasters either man made or natural, but we don’t have any tracking 

system which can be tracked or identify the disaster in previous before coming to a particular place. Here I have 

applied the BERT approach of machine learning algorithm which will classify the datasets after building a model with 

good accuracy of prediction. Also, we have taken datasets from www.iswsm.com website and divide www.iswsm.com 

disaster based datasets into training and testing sets. After pre processing and tokenized the data and build a model 

with the help of BERT and CNN deep learning algorithm and trained this model with less loss of data and optimized 

those models with ADAM to enhance the accuracy and efficiency of the model after deployment in the real life. 

Compare both models CNN and BERT the accuracy of BERT is high. This system also can be helpful in the area of 

medical, tourism and weather forecast to give prediction before anything happening. 
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Introduction 

Disaster detection and tracking are the most important part of the disaster management, because if we 

know this problem before disasters have come then we can stop too much loss of human, animals, building 

and different type of resources. Also, we can provide appropriate resources to that place, where disasters 

are going to happen. 

The given datasets for all the information and which type of disasters had happened and going to be 

happening. For example health issued disaster, flood, Tsunami, Haiti and etc. The main difficulty is to 

identify about in which place disasters and which type of disasters is going to happen and what datasets 

should be reprocessed. Because this data should be online and just before of disasters data need to 

preprocess. One more thing we need in order to keep in mind is that data must be correct and realistic. 

Noisy data and wrong facts will greatly affect the quality of the results. So, the main challenges are both to 

identify high quality data and mine it properly. Besides, we can regard data from online news agencies, and 

therefore managing time issues is a very Important part about the detection of disasters and its tracking. 

In the proposed application, our aim is to retrieve and analyze all instant online data at a given time. 

Algorithm part should be applied, which have to more efficient for the implementing the tool. Also data 

structure should be very important role play for developing more efficient and fast tool development. The 

whole project will be regarded as a Data Science project. 

By using Machine Learning algorithm BERT, we will aim at determining which place and incident type 

(disaster type) are likely to happen given the captured data. Also here we have used CNN model to find out 
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the result but we have seen the accuracy of CNN model is poor than BERT model. In this classification, we 

can know about the content and separate all the content with the help of probabilistic approach. Also we 

can classify the problems and separately through the two or three dimensional plan for the given datasets. 

In this paper, the actual use of online news agencies and social media and its potential towards the 

disasters detection is a very important role to detect and track the disasters and its location before the 

disasters happened. In the disaster, the online news agencies (BBC news, TOI, National News, Telegraph, 

etc) and social media (Facebook, Blogs, twitter, Instagram, Hike and etc) provide online data and that data 

will process and classify through Machine Learning to identify the proper result which we want to solve the 

disaster detection and tracking. Also different types of problem will be created if we have taken data from 

the social media data, because may be any persons if gave wrong post regarding the disasters then our 

system will execute that data also. So be cautious about that type of data. This will be the challenge how to 

ignore and remove that data from the social media during the design of our system. 

Dataset description 

Disaster relief is the .csv file, which is taken from the website www.iswsm.com. In which, which type of 

disasters had happened and what type of resources and help had been provided, all details have given in 

the disaster-relief-dfe-854578.csv file. This data come from twitter datasets in which different types of 

labels with tagline has been mentioned. 

Datasets are related to the paper [2], which is of taken in a file of 9300 # observations. Many more papers 

has been used this datasets. Most of the file we are not getting to access because of security code and 

password. Only one file out of seven links has given permission to access. 

Related Works 

Methodology 

We have proposed steps for preprocessing content of datasets of disasters. Sequence has been maintained 

for find out the detection and tracking of the disasters. The sequences are follows 

i.) Collection of all tweeter datasets in disasters relief .csv files from one of the website. 

ii.)     Pre-process all the content inside  the csv file and remove all noisy data from it. 

iii.)  Split training  and  testing datasets of the given unorganized data from Twitter data sets. 

iv.)   Apply BERT Model representation model to train the model and test on it. 

vii.)  Apply LSTM upon BERT to find out regression value. 

viii.)  Find out the accuracy of  this model after applying formulae. 

ix.)  Based upon the accuracy of the designed model, disasters can be detected and track in previous 

before happening. 

x.)   Compare the accuracy of LSTM   with CNN Deep learning Algorithm. 

Here, we have introduced three flow diagram related to tourist places for achieving the goal. We have 

designed the combined CNN and LSTM model of three opinion based tokens. Here we can see when we are 

comparing accuracy of both models then accuracy of LSTM model is good. Also CNN model is very complex 

to implement but LSTM is too easy to implement. Using a trained sets and test set upon the tourism 

datasets applies tensor flow and a caress Machine learning algorithm to build a model. We have tokenized 

all the retrieved data sets with the help of the to kenizer techniques. Apply LSTM techniques to train the 

model. Applying optimizer techniques to know how much loss we have when make this model. 
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Figure 1: Three semantic perspective for characterizing performance context. 

 

Figure 2: Working model of CNN, LSTM and BERT 

Evaluation and Results 

Here we have taken datasets disaster-relief- dfe-854578.csv of natural disasters from [19]. After 

preprocessing all datasets we have converted it into trained and test sets with text and label of those text. 

 

Figure1: format of disaster datasets after label 

Based upon the datasets we have formed train sets and test based after give label for the particular text 

information related to disasters. 
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the model 

After evaluation of the model we can see the loss is of 44% and we need to reduce the loss, then here we 

have used optimizer techniques called ‘ADAM’ and loss function is called ‘binary_crossentropy’ to enhance 

the accuracy of the model after BERT techniques. 

Here we have found the accuracy of the CNN model is 81% and LSTM model is 93% as compared this model 

about how much accuracy has been given when we have trained our model. 

 

Figure 3: Accuracy of the CNN model 

In the below images we can see that after applying optimizer techniques ‘ADAM’ to find out the loss of this 

model. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Accuracy of the LSTM model 
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Conclusion 

In this paper, we have taken datasets from different online websites and twitter and apply different deep 

learning and machine learning algorithm for finding out better accuracy of the model. After application of 

CNN model and BERT model, we have seen that CNN model is good but not easy to implement, but in the 

case of BERT it’s easy to use and given better accuracy upon our datasets. Whenever we have compared 

BERT with CNN then we can see the accuracy of BERT model is good as compare with CNN. In the future, 

these types of model can be used for medical purposes, tourism industry and automobile industry. 
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